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Facing an on-going transformation of classical research strategies and current occupational profiles due to an increasing amount of digital sources and tools, students of more traditional humanities need to be taught media-oriented and must develop new online competencies to be set for a successful future path. The blended learning projects “Great Depression online” and “Sociology of Education Intercultural” give an example of how the flexible usage of ePortfolios and virtual conferencing can broaden each student’s mind.

To enhance traditional history teaching means to adopt new methods in doing research, in distributing findings and teaching regarding the increasing amount of digital written, oral and visual sources. “Great depression online” demonstrates how the usage of ePortfolio and virtual conferencing can offer intercultural learning experiences by teaching history-specific questions such as source criticism of digital documents within a blended learning setting. The aim is to teach historical online competence to prepare history students for their academic and vocational future.

“Sociology of Education Intercultural” offers students of social sciences a new, intercultural learning experience and supports them in developing online competencies within their subject. They practice using online resources and the qualitative method “interview” by using ePortfolio and virtual conferencing. An international peer-review also is offered by the use of virtual conferencing.
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Teaching historical online competence

History is often considered a traditional subject with conservative attitudes towards teaching. Therefore it seems that teaching history students with online tools is not valued as a rigorous academic teaching expertise. But the evaluation results of the EU project eHLEE (eHistory Learning Environment and Evaluation ) emphasize that there is a need to create new online learning opportunities for history classes. From 2004-2006 the project collected information on activities concerning e-learning history practices in European universities, evaluated best practices and gave recommendations on how to enhance the use of eLeaming tools within the field of history. The research results prove that historians are forced to adopt new methods in doing research, in distributing their findings and in teaching history. But even in 2010, there are only a few publications on teaching history online available.
The teaching project “Great depression online” demonstrates the opportunities eLearning can offer to meet the future needs of history students. They gain historical online competence which is not only important for their studies but for their vocational career.

Course concept

The relationship between past and present plays an important role for researching and teaching historical topics. As the current economical crisis forces new interest in the “Great Depression” (economical crisis during the 1920s) the teaching project “Great Depression online” attracts non-history major as well as history major undergraduate students. The fact that all important source materials about the economical crisis during the 1920s are available in digital format (e.g. Library of Congress, National Archives or the Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt Institute) was the reason for creating a blended learning course with the purpose of providing historical online competence. It demonstrates how history-specific questions such as source criticism can be transferred to a blended learning setting.

Due to Jan Hodel (expert of teaching history online in German-speaking countries) the historical online competence is based on the traditional academic skills “reading, writing, and speaking”. These competencies are now influenced by new media and need to adjust to the future needs of history students. Therefore history students need to develop new research strategies and learn how to evaluate digital sources. They need to know how to publish and present their research results online. It is even relevant to know how to use a blog (epistemological writing) or to use a wiki (collaborative writing).

As historical research is based on a variety of sources and students are always expected to consider the multiplicity of history, a blended learning setting for a history class must be enhanced by using online tools which support these ideas. Students can practice the use of digitally-available material and become more aware of the need for an adequate source criticism if they demonstrate their work results in a digital format. An ePortfolio enables a student to demonstrate their views on history and their historical online competency in a creative and progressive way. By collecting, evaluating and utilizing a wide variety of digital sources a student can present a historical topic from multiple points of view.

In German universities, ePortfolios are not common for assessment or accreditation, so the students of “Great Depression online” are introduced to the ePortfolio as a teaching method for the first time. By introducing the usage of an ePortfolio within this history class, the students can be given an outlook on how an ePortfolio can demonstrate their achievements. It can document their learning progress by making connections through reflection between what they learn in different contexts (academic, workplace, community).

Using the open-source software “Mahara” the students compose an ePortfolio including pieces that provide evidence of their ability to research and evaluate digital sources. Due to the fact that a majority of written, oral and visual documents about the Great Depression are available online the students need to develop their own research strategies to decide whether sources are relevant for their ePortfolio. The reflective action of creating an ePortfolio is documented on a project blog and includes the questions “What is history?” and “Why do I study history?” It encourages the non-history major and history major students to understand and demonstrate their learning experiences. The students developed their own feedback criteria for a peer-review process in the ePortfolio building assignment. Before each student or each team hold a short oral presentation about their work, the students prepare a review in small groups. The following discussion encourages the students either to revise their work or even to defend their work as in real life.
Because the cultural context is always part of historical documents and focusing on American documents, it is important for the students to understand the different cultural approaches to the economical crisis during the 1920s. Therefore the students are introduced to the virtual classroom iLinc by the German company Netucate, a video conferencing tool. Video conferencing enables the students to discuss the Great Depression and the on-going economical crisis with the American economist Robert Murphy. The session at the virtual classroom demonstrates how other cultures have different national historiographical traditions. To complete the blended learning course there will be a virtual classroom session with Jan Hodel who will discuss with the students about the meaning of online competence for historians.

**Teaching the qualitative method interview in an intercultural online environment**

To meet the future needs of today’s students, online education can contribute to international mobility. Students are expected to expand their knowledge of other cultures, languages and scientific discourses to be better equipped for the increasingly globalised labour market. Usually the only opportunity to experience intercultural learning environments in higher education means to study abroad. Unfortunately, still many students cannot afford to achieve this international mobility due to their financial situation or other reasons. The blended learning course “Sociology of Education Intercultural” demonstrates how international mobility can be integrated into social sciences by teaching online.
The theoretical framework of the course “Sociology of Education Intercultural” is provided by the work of Bourdieu, his ideas of habitus, capital, social reproduction and the effects of educational systems on social inequality. It guides the students while exploring one foreign educational system by using online sources. A wide variety of online sources demonstrate how an educational system can be evaluated from different points of view. To extend their research strategy they are introduced to the qualitative method “interview”. To investigate and compare other foreign educational systems each student does an interview with a foreign student about his/her experiences within the educational system of his/her country. They experience new aspects of the qualitative method interview if interviewing a foreigner from a different cultural background. By using the software application “Skype” the interview can easily be done via internet and is recorded with the free Skype-recorder “PrettyMay”. Doing an interview online is a common but still relatively new technique used mainly for market research, therefore challenging, but real life practice for social sciences students. They present their results on an ePortfolio (Mahara). An ePortfolio enables them a creative approach to their results and gives them an example of how they can use an ePortfolio to document and demonstrate their skills. Using virtual conferencing offers them an intercultural peer-review from foreign students and teachers. Students learn how educational systems and the question of social inequality can be rated differently due to various cultural understandings of education.

Future of teaching humanities & social sciences online?

As demonstrated in the teaching projects “Great Depression online” and “Sociology of Education Intercultural”, there are many reasons for using online tools to enhance traditional teaching. They show how blended learning settings can be introduced to the humanities and social sciences by using it as a didactic concept to teach a subject and related vocational skills without over-emphasising the technical side of eLearning. This non-traditional way of teaching also attracts new group of students (non-major...
students, part-time students). The usage of worldwide used online-tools like Moodle, Mahara or video conferencing creates new sustainability for (inter)national co-operations in teaching and research.

To gain intercultural teaching experience is very useful for students, as scientific research is done worldwide, often in international cooperation. To exchange opinions or to compare results online gives them an insight into the everyday practice of peer-review. As teaching online is less expensive than inviting prestigious guest lecturers, it gives students and staff of economically disadvantaged higher education institutes the opportunity to extend their scientific investigation. Teaching humanities and social sciences online will also promote and justify demands for access to open sources e.g. digital archives, textbooks and statistical data.
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